DEMOCRATS ATTEMPTING TAKEOVER OF STATE COLLEGES

All State Colleges Aim of Program

Pressures Exerted On
Grievances And Hirings

By CHARLES C. WELLS
State News Editorial Coordinator

Michigan Democrats have launched a campaign seeking to strengthen their political influence over this state's colleges and universities.

Their initial effort is underway at Michigan State University.

The power struggle here extends to the faculty, the administration, and the Board of Trustees. If it is successful, it will be tried at other state institutions.

One of the steps in the campaign was to organize a meeting of the faculty June 17. In his invitation to selected faculty members, Zolton A. Wulf, Democratic State Central Committee chairman, said that one of the objectives was to "create a Committee of the Democratic Party in Michigan--from members of the public universities and colleges, the boards of control, and other party members."

Wulf, a former Michigan AFL-CIO official, has been an active participant in public relations for the Democratic Party, and director of public affairs for the Michigan Citizens Defense Fund. (He appointed his position to the MSU faculty, in a public relations director for the Michigan highway commission.)

When Wulf first applied for a MSU teaching job, he was turned down. The Department of Journalism could have offered the

reference matter grouped

Library Moving Books

Students moving in to campus this fall will find significant changes in the library's reference centers.

The Student Librarian was informed that the new locations, under the administration of Miss Colleen B. Kedar, assistant director of libraries, includes the new call numbers, new reference materials, and an expanded reference service.

The school's new call numbers, which can be obtained in the library's new catalog, include 321 different categories and are designed to be used with the school's new library system.

The new call numbers are expected to save students a great deal of time and effort in finding books.

To provide better service for students, the library is offering an expanded reference service.

The service is expected to save students much of the time and effort in finding books.

The library will also have a new book card catalogue in the new reference service.

The card catalogue will be available to all students in the school's new reference service.

Hagadorn Decision Delayed

City Council delayed long-planned ex-

penditure on Monday night in a recommenda-

tion for the city to construct a new sewage treatment plant in the southeast section of the city.

The recommendation was made by the city council after it received a report from the consultant, J. E. Hagh, on the project.

Hagh recommended that the city construct a new sewage treatment plant in the southeast section of the city.

The council's action was based on the report from the consultant, J. E. Hagh, on the project.

Hagh recommended that the city construct a new sewage treatment plant in the southeast section of the city.
**LETTERS TO THE EDITOR**

**Drew Pearson I'm Not**

**To the Editor:**

(Quote)

Your recent pronouncements of my need for the same. As the second president to have such an influence on the world (the first was Franklin Delano Roosevelt), I believe this to be a unique position.

Drew Pearson

**The Three Of Us**

**By Susan Filson**

(Quote)

The three of us. I, Susan Filson, and two others, are attending the University's 75 departments.

**The Downtown District**

**By Susan Filson**

(Quote)

The downtown district is where you live.

**GORDON Borkman, dean of the MSU's liberal arts program will be**

(Quote)

... the qualifications for state representatives. In some other areas of the country, the qualifications for state representatives are similar, but in others, they are not.

GORDON Borkman

**Liberal Resources**

**The Development of the Justin**

(Quote)

The development of the Justin has been described as a milestone in the history of liberal arts programs.

**Michigan State News, East Lansing, Michigan**

**JUST IN TIME for Fall Fashion!**

**STATE NEWS**

**Michigan State Sweatshirt Extravaganza!**

**2/only 49c**

All Sizes

**FOR SWEATSHIRTS with this coupon**

**KRESGES CAMPUS STORE**

**Michigan State University Press**

**General Manager**

**Clone and**

(Quote)

... the qualifications for state representatives. In some other areas of the country, the qualifications for state representatives are similar, but in others, they are not.

GORDON Borkman
The success of the federal government's U.S. Agency for International Development (AID) programs is based on the diffusion of innovations in agriculture, such as the use of fertilizers, new crops, and improved techniques. These programs are designed to reach rural areas, where villages have been most difficult to reach with programs of directed social change. Programs of change include research in communication so they can reach farmers and Indians in how to do better work. Rogers and his associates are called "Diffusion of Innovations" researchers. They have established Brazil, Niger, India, and various countries in the Middle East, Asia, and Africa as major diffusion and adoption of new ideas. The program is completed.

"Programs of change include research in communication so they can reach farmers and Indians in how to do better work. Rogers and his associates are called "Diffusion of Innovations" researchers. They have established Brazil, Niger, India, and various countries in the Middle East, Asia, and Africa as major diffusion and adoption of new ideas. The program is completed."

The next step is to initiate various programs to train Brazilians, Nigerians, and other workers anywhere who want to know how much and where to use new ideas. Rogers said that the project will be completed in three phases. Please note, slightly altered in this, they will be published in a book to be written and released.
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Swimmers Eye European Trek

The NEWS in
SPORTS

The Star Makers

Ron Kramer Joins Lions

The Detroit Lions acquired the rights to all -star right tackle George "Broadway" Graham from the Cincinnati Bengals. Graham was the first round pick of the 1966 college draft. He started every game except one for Ohio State and won a gold medal at the Olympics.

Kramer, a former University of Oklahoma star, is expected to line up alongside Billy Frank at the tackle spot in the Lions' first team.

Intramural News

Today Softball

Field 6 p.m.

1. The staff-entomology

2. 4th Fridays

3. Castile-leads

4. Continental-leads

5. yogurt-Milne

6. McMillan-Mullins

Field 4 p.m.

1. Field 4 p.m.

2. Cambridge-Wolfe

3. Irons-Levy fifty

4. Continental-Faulty

Lose: 4-1

Win: 3-1

The Staff in Ohio State and Northwest at 10 a.m.

The Staff in Ohio State and Northwest at 10 a.m.

The Staff in Ohio State and Northwest at 10 a.m.

The Staff in Ohio State and Northwest at 10 a.m.
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The Staff in Ohio State and Northwest at 10 a.m.

The Staff in Ohio State and Northwest at 10 a.m.

From the beginning, they knew it was wrong... but nothing could keep them apart!

Elvis Presley and Ann-Margret

With a record low to go, it's the biggest hit of the season, the biggest hit of the year and the biggest hit of the decade. The Presleys, Presley and Ann-Margret in "The Unkeeble MOLLY BROWN" at the Cool Air Conditioned COOL Theatre TWIN HIT PROGRAM!

Debbie Reynolds and Harry Brawley

In "Viva Las Vegas" at the Cool Air Conditioned COOL Theatre TWIN HIT PROGRAM!

URSULA ANDRESS—THE MOST BEAUTIFUL WOMAN IN THE WORLD

A. C. ROY HAGGARD'S IMMORTAL ADVENTURE MASTERPIECE IS ON THE SCREEN!

CINEMA CORP. TECHNICOLOR®

URSULA ANDRESS PETER CUSHING BERNARD CREBBINS THE WORLD'S MOST TREASURED HEROES

SAMSON AND ULYSSES

AT COLUMBIA PICTURES AND AT THE COOL AIR CONDITIONED COOL THEATRE FOR A 2-BIG FEATURES-2 ADVENTURE SPECTACLE!

HER LADY GODIVA ACT-STARTED THE EXCITEMENT THAT COULDN'T BE STOPPED!
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Utilities Institute Formed

A series of meetings beginning next month between the Chippewa
data Institute of Technology and representatives of public, utility
commissions and representatives of the public, utility commissions
in the establishment of Michigan's first Public Utilities Institute at
MSU.

"Joy Is A Real Beauty"

By DAVE HANSON
East Lansing Reporter

"Joy is the Morning," the film
certainty of the Campus, is a
really beautiful movie. Richard
plays a young law stu-
dent during the twenties who
wants to marry an innocent
and beautiful. Everyone agrees,
not quite the same as author as
you

Richard says to her, "You're
Betty Smith's. Poor Richard
smokes and the school lem
Is that her step-father looked
out and say so, but he agrees,
isn't quite the same as author

designing and no money already pledged. At

"Joy Is A Real Beauty"

A series of meetings beginning
The institute, organized under
the graduate school of business
administration, will encourage
utilities and the social and
economic aspects of the industry.
Dean Alfred L. Seelye, dean of
the School of Business Admi-
administration, will encourage
utilities and the social and
economic aspects of the industry.

The institute, which is
designed to "be a unique concept,"
may have far reaching effects on
the school as well as industry.

A second function of the insti-
tute is to hold conferences here,
eminent from all over the nation.

Flare Fairchild Theatre
Admission: 50¢

T-30 P.M.

Fairchild Theatre
Admission: 50¢
Folk Music Goes To Church

church at 2124 S. Prosperous St. and the modern Religion Library, the Nazarene Church, the church of the Rockwell, and the church of the City. The programs are truly non-
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Campus Bus Service Plans

No Changes For Fall Term

The MSU bus service finds no need to reshuffle its routes for the fall because of the increased ridership, and no new buses will be added for the fall term. However, because the number of passengers for each bus is still increasing, more passenger service is needed.

One of the major complaints of the MSU bus riders is the service's inefficiency. A number of passengers have complained that the buses are too crowded, and the MSU bus service has received many requests for more passenger service.

Renee Jolman, director of the Office of Water Resources Research of the Department of Interior, said at a recent conference on natural resource development, "If their figures indicate we are getting more loads than we need, we can add service and continue the new passenger service, if necessary, if we have to add more immediately."

"We can't follow any rule because the University keeps expanding. Things aren't the same this year as they were last year, Jolman said.
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"I had been trying to sell my machine for some time. Then, I advertised in the State News and sold it immediately."
For Sale

The State News, East Lansing, Michigan
Thursday, August 5, 1965

For Sale

NORGE TAPE RECORDER, Wollensack. 

DECORATED CAKES for Special Events. 

HIDE-A-BED sofa and four-piece couch and chair, refrigerator, washer and dryer, electric range. Good markings. Two bedrooms. Three bedroom. 

Thursday, Parkerhouse Rolls, 15 ft. Lonestar Aluminum trailer, $325 complete. 33.90 BEAUTIFUL BOAT, 12 ft. aluminum, $122. 1220 WOLF COURT, Three bedroom. 

MAYBE FÜIÉDA LMJÜDÜI/601/607. 1/2 OFF! 1/2 OFF! 1/2 OFF! 

1677 Michigan State News, East Lansing, Michigan

For Sale

We deliver. Specials: MACHINES FOR LEATHER WORK. 

THESES PRINTED. Rapid service and quality work. 

Transportation

AIR FORCE SCHOLARSHIPS

Nine Cadets Receive Aid

Shaw Film Set Friday

Show Film Set Friday

Shaw’s “Arms and the Man” is screening at the Fairchild Theater Friday in Fairchild. The picture had led the dashing charge that marked war, “Arms and the Man.” Shaw died April 2 of this year.

In Irish George Bernard Shaw’s version, the Irishman George Bernard Shaw was killed in 1950. After getting over her first disappointment, Mrs. Judith Henderson, intern, was doing an interest in the results of her latest research. Mrs. Henderson had the dashing charge that marked war, “Arms and the Man.” Shaw died April 2 of this year.

In Irish George Bernard Shaw’s version of Shaw’s “Arms and the Man,” George Bernard Shaw was killed in 1950. After getting over her first disappointment, Mrs. Judith Henderson, intern, was doing an interest in the results of her latest research. Mrs. Henderson had the dashing charge that marked war, “Arms and the Man.” Shaw died April 2 of this year. 
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In Irish George Bernard Shaw’s version of Shaw’s “Arms and the Man,” George Bernard Shaw was killed in 1950. After getting over her first disappointment, Mrs. Judith Henderson, intern, was doing an interest in the results of her latest research. Mrs. Henderson had the dashing charge that marked war, “Arms and the Man.” Shaw died April 2 of this year.

Shaw’s “Arms and the Man” is screening at the Fairchild Theater Friday in Fairchild. The picture had led the dashing charge that marked war, “Arms and the Man.” Shaw died April 2 of this year.

In Irish George Bernard Shaw’s version of Shaw’s “Arms and the Man,” George Bernard Shaw was killed in 1950. After getting over her first disappointment, Mrs. Judith Henderson, intern, was doing an interest in the results of her latest research. Mrs. Henderson had the dashing charge that marked war, “Arms and the Man.” Shaw died April 2 of this year.

Shaw’s “Arms and the Man” is screening at the Fairchild Theater Friday in Fairchild. The picture had led the dashing charge that marked war, “Arms and the Man.” Shaw died April 2 of this year.
BRODY PREPARING FOR CLASSES
Remodeling Includes Auditoriums, Offices

Announcement of Brody Hall's remodel- ing has been made by T. L. Smith, assistant director of buildings. The remodeling will provide facilities for make- ing the entire office of University
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